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That only love is real. That is a book which can be go through over and
once more, & fresh insight & Five Stars Amazing book. It isn't really a
book for a beginner on a path, but it is a book that I consider to be my
textbook on how to become a higher vibrational functioning human.
Channelled information is usually cleaner and more poignant to me, and
even unless you get your mind around it at first, it will require ahold
in your awareness.This book is manna from heaven. It could be the
ultimate kick upward you will need. Highly recommend it to anyone who
wants to understand lifestyle better. That only love is actual, and the
greatest quest comes in really knowing ourselves, acquiring the darkness
out of our shadow side, into the light. The Path of Self-Transformation
and the average person This book handles the precise nature of the
spiritual path in line with the material that Eva Pierrakos channeled a
few decades ago. That's an awesome knowledge! It comes, it feels if you
ask me, from a legitimate source of universal consciousness. Ha! This
book both saved my life and changed my life.Probably the most important
text messages and insights I got out of this book was the connection
between "states to be. For me, each chapter provides acted just like a
broom to sweep up all those old, harmful patterns I had not yet
identified and chuck 'em out the entranceway. Every chapter has changed
me and for that reason, changed my life.One reason I think this book can
do more for anyone who has recently been traveling their route for
awhile, is basically because I have a friend who's a beginner who is
also reading the reserve... Appeared to be written just for me." with
heart-reeling and mind-reeling comprehensions that broaden what I know.
So much great information, had trouble putting it down. The
informationhere has the ability to let you look at a pattern or belief
inside you -- something you might well have viewed a zillion instances
-- and view it as if for the first time. I have found all her channeled
material to be profoundly insightful.Here's an oblique example: I've
been alert to a patternin me from childhood and believed it to be among
my best and most helpful behaviors. For all people who work
significantly on transforming their self I can recommend this reserve
and all of the books based on Eva Pierrakos's channeling. Because of
this book I now see it in this manner: it's as if my whole life I am
taking the incorrect medicine for a disease that's painful and life-
threatening. Shock! I've since thrown that little bit of behavior apart.
Within three times my life transformed for the better. The wisdom in
this publication really works!I recommend you buy it and if it doesn't
talk with you, put it aside for awhile. A few years afterwards, take it
out again and see should you have learned more than enough to understand
the priceless wisdom it provides. Regardless of what your creed or
opinions this is a practical book for living and expanding
consciousness. It's proof that the Universe does indeed have our back.
Each time I think I don't need this book any more, and might as well
give it away, poof. Even if you're already extremely intuitive, adept at



accessing our global consciousness, and regularly talk to others in the
spirit world, this guidebook continues to be invaluable for learning how
to live a full life and cope with (study from) its inevitable
adversities without suffering. one of the biggest books I've ever
endured the pleasure of reading one of the biggest books I've ever had
the satisfaction of reading. Teachings that last a lifetime and each
lecture can constitute all aspects of life. It is also a great book to
RE READ. Whenever I'm feeling a little bit stressed or overwhelmed I
just crack this book open up and read a lecture. Makes me feel a lot
more peaceful. It'll illuminate the presents of your life's encounters
and bring you back to the pleasure of living!.." Whereas, I am
going"Woo! An absolutely amazing book. I think anyone lacking total
enlightenment has something to learn from this book. Among the best
books I've ever read. Not to say that I've made all the "changes"
necessary up to now, but at least I am on your path. Whatever your creed
or opinions . FIRST CLASS Spiritual Guide I am a veteran of spiritual
teachings and it surprises me that this work isn't better known. It's
interesting that I've been reading it, off and on, since 1990 and in all
these years different phrases, paragraphs and chapters maintain "jumping
out at me," sentences that I bypassed therefore many years ago, because
I did not begin to understand those principles." It really is all in the
way we FEEL. the writer is saying. I guess which means "progress!"This
is the book which told me that "the SPIRITUAL world may be the world of
Feelings." I had never had it provided to in this way, specifically
growing up where "feelings" - all except anger - had been completely
"verboten." Finally, I can begin to understand just what this means. -
18 years.As people used to say, and I still mean it: "Thanks for
sharing! Peace, endurance, tranquility = "heaven," anger and resentment
= "hell. Indispensable Guidebook to your physical experience Provides
the guidance most of us should try to learn why we are having a physical
presence, how to find signifying in the adversities that we experience,
and where to find and live on our spiritual route... here comes another
thing, and I pull it down from my "reference" shelf. Now I'm going to
order the rest of the books by Eva Pierrakos, who gets 5 star reviews
every time. I will state that if you certainly are a newbie, the
publication may thrust too much at you all at one time and you'll not be
ready for the changesit suggests."The spiritual world IS our
psychological world. Five Stars Interesting lecture. Now I am starting
to, as I find and understand more and more of what this publication
&I've heard that "our state of mind" created heaven or hell, nonetheless
it isn't my mind that will me in, it really is my EMOTIONS. It isn't my
attitude, it isn't my thoughts; my brain is razor-sharp as a tack and
incredibly well disciplined; it's my feelings that knock me for a loop
every time. If you are sad, depressed, trapped in unhelpful
remembrances, don't waste another second, order this book today! They
are crazy horses that take me for a ride, I am not really a master in



that region.When I browse the correlation between "feelings" and
"spiritual world" something clicked! One door flew open up while another
one shut, and I have under no circumstances been the same since.. I have
a great deal of books that I go through on a regular basis, but this one
remains on my shelf."I actually allow myself to create in the margins
and time my observations and queries, so it's just like a diary of
sorts, and I am in a position to see the adjustments over the last -
gasp!" You have made my day! Five Stars Amazing mental insights. Beyond-
this-world content. That is the difference between "Heaven and Hell. So
much good details, had a hard time putting it down Simply finished it
and am starting again!!I came across the writing to be simple and clear,
significantly moreso than in additional books of spiritual wisdom." and
"Whew! That people create our very own dragons, and we are able to drain
them of their power. growth will appear. One of those books you need to
read slow and stop every paragraph to ponder. He is often amazed, true,
but usually he doesn't "obtain it. Healing! Excellent book that provides
meaningful guidance in to the transformation out of mental and emotional
pain in to the healing and understanding of your life's darkest
challenges. I have purchased several books for clients along with
provided workshops for clients carrying out the Pathwork of
Transformation function! They control my thoughts and come initial in
the arena I reside in. An absolutely amazing book.
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